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Abstract 

 
Running realistic simulations and developing algorithms for decision support tools usually 

require weather data access. This document describes the weather data service capability 
implemented in the Air Traffic Management (ATM) TestBed. The capability provides ways for 
querying weather data from the weather products provided by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration’s (NASA) Sherlock ATM Data Warehouse. Depending on use cases, 
weather data can be queried using a Java application programming interface, web data access, 
and map tile image access. Map tile images are generated using triangular meshes obtained 
using the Matching Squares contour algorithm. An analysis determines a grid size that will 
produce both high image quality and fast image rendering. In addition, the visualization of 
weather data as map tiles on a TestBed visualization tool called Traffic Viewer is presented. 
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1. Nomenclature 

This section lists all the notations and symbols used in this technical memorandum. 
 
[a,b) = Range of values between a (inclusive) and b (exclusive). 

(a,b] = Range of values between a (exclusive) and b (inclusive). 

[a,b] = Range of values between a (inclusive) and b (inclusive). 

<x> = Parametric field x in a Uniform Resource Locator. 

⌈x⌉  = Ceiling value of x. 

⌊x⌋  = Floor value of x. 

T  = Time axis. 

t, t1, t2 = Time values (either a timestamp or a coordinate value). 

v, v1, v2 = Weather data values. 

X, Y, Z = Grid coordinates axes. Both X and Y are horizontal, while Z is vertical. 

x, y, z = Grid coordinates along X-, Y-, and Z-axes; or tile coordinates and zoom level. 

 
Table 1.1 lists the units of measurement used in the weather data models, query, and result. 

 
Table 1.1. Units of Measurement 

Symbol Unit Unit Of Description 

% Percentage - The dimensionless unit of a fraction of 100. One 

percentage equals one-hundredth, i.e., 1% = 1 100⁄ . 

deg Degree Angle For latitudes, values are in World Geodetic System 

1984 (WGS84) reference coordinate system [1]. 

Latitude values are between -90 and +90, inclusive. 

Positive values are north of the equator (N), and 

negative values are south of the equator (S). 

For longitudes, values are in the WGS84 reference 

coordinate system. Longitude values are between -

180 and +180, inclusive. Positive values are east of 

the prime meridian (E), and negative values are 

west of the prime meridian (W). 

ft Foot Height The unit of vertical distance in air navigation. 

km Kilometer Length The unit of horizontal distance. One kilometer equals 

1,000 meters. 

kt Knots Speed The unit of speed. One knot equals one nautical mile 

per hour. 

ms Millisecond Time The unit of time. One millisecond equals one-

thousandth of a second, i.e., 1𝑚𝑠 = 1 1,000 𝑠⁄ . 

Time is measured by the number of milliseconds 

elapsed since 1 January 1970 00:00:00 GMT. 

Duration is measured by taking the difference 

between two timestamps. 

mps Meters per 

second 

Speed The unit of speed and velocity. 

px Pixel Image 

dimension 

The unit of image dimension. One pixel, or picture 

element, represents a single point in an image to be 

displayed on a monitor. 
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2. Introduction 

Weather plays an important role in daily air traffic management operations [2, 3]. Creating 
scenarios, developing algorithms, prototyping decision support tools, and running simulations 
for weather impact and avoidance requires accessing, processing, and visualizing weather data 
to identify interesting regions of airspace [4, 5, 6, 7]. 

This document describes the weather data service capability implemented in the Air Traffic 
Management (ATM) TestBed. For algorithm prototyping and development, the ATM TestBed, or 
TestBed in short, provides a simple and easy capability to connect high-fidelity simulations for 
supporting the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and community research 
[8]. Weather support was developed in TestBed’s initial build and has been enhanced in 
subsequent builds: 

• In Build 0.9a, a weather scenario generation capability was added to query weather 
information with four-dimensional parameters: time and geo-coordinates (latitude, 
longitude, and altitude).  

• In Build 2.0a, a weather image tile server was added to support weather visualization on 
map tiles.  

• In Build 2.0.2, the weather image tile server was extended to support weather data 
querying using Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) [9].  

• In Build 2.3, the weather query supports multiple timestamps, and a value function is 
applied to aggregate the weather data values to a final value. 

Section 3 briefly describes formats of the weather data files that are stored in Sherlock and 
supported in the TestBed. Section 4 presents basics of map tiles and the contouring algorithm 
used by the TestBed to generate weather tile images. Finally, weather data visualization on a 
two-dimensional visualization tool called Traffic Viewer [10] is detailed in Section 5. 

3. Weather Data Formats 

For weather data sources, the NASA’s Sherlock ATM Data Warehouse, or Sherlock, 
provides an extensive list of data formats from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and 
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) [11] for supporting research. 
Sherlock includes a database with tens of terabytes of data storage capacity and a web user 
interface for querying and downloading data files. Sherlock provides weather products including 
Corridor Integrated Weather Service (CIWS) [12], Convective Weather Avoidance Model 
(CWAM) [13], and Rapid Refresh (RR) and Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) Weather Forecast [14, 
15] for air traffic management researchers. These products use multidimensional data formats 
like network Common Data Form (netCDF) [16], GRIdded Binary (GRIB) [17], and Hierarchical 
Data Format (HDF) [18]. A Thematic Real-time Environmental Distributed Data Services 
(THREDDS) data server [19] is running on Sherlock to serve continental-scale and constantly 
updated weather data files. As a result, the weather data files can also be accessed via URLs 
specified by the THREDDS data server. 

In Sherlock, several weather products store current and forecast weather data. File paths of 
the same weather product follow certain patterns and naming conventions. A file path comprises 
segments including a dataset, an optional resolution, an optional edition, a date, a time, an 
optional forecast hour, and a file extension. Given a weather data query, a specific data file can 
be located and downloaded from the THREDDS data server. Here are some example paths of 
the weather data files stored in Sherlock:  
• ciws.EchoTop.Netcdf4.1km/2019/12/19/ciws.EchoTop.20191219T000000Z.nc 
 
  dataset      resolution    date                          time  file extension 

• cwamModels/2019/07/06/2019_07_06_20_30_GMT.Forecast.h5.CWAM.h5.bz2 
 
  dataset     date                  time                       file extension 
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• RR_CONUS_40km_Grib2/2015/06/22/rr.rap.t19z.awp236pgrbf01.20150622.grib2 
 
dataset resolution edition date       time         forecast       file  
                                                     hour       extension 

• RUC_CONUS_13km_Grib1/2012/03/24/ruc.fh.0001_tl.press_gr.us13km.23Z.20120324.grib1  
 
 dataset resolution edition date     forecast                  time          file  
                                       hour                             extension 

Though the data models use netCDF, GRIB, and HDF storage formats, they can be 
accessed using the Unidata NetCDF library [16]. Table 3.1 lists the horizontal resolution 
distance and the four-dimensional shape of the data grids: (1) T, the time axis; (2) Z, the vertical 
height axis; (3) Y, the horizontal latitude axis; and (4) X, the horizontal longitude axis. The T, Z, 
Y, and Z column values represent the numbers of grid cells along the time, vertical height, 
horizontal latitude, and horizontal longitude axes, respectively. The CWAM data model is 
hierarchical based. The library can access the data including altitudes, thresholds, and polygon 
vertices. The TestBed provides a weather service component for accessing these data models 
using weather service application programming interfaces (APIs) and web URLs. 
 

Table 3.1. Shapes of Data Grids 

Product Resolution T Z Y X 

CIWS 1 km 24 1 3,520 5,120 

RR, RUC 13 km 1 37 335 451 

RR, RUC 40 km 1 37 131 151 

 
Certain Sherlock weather products, including CIWS, RR, and RUC, use grid-based data 

models to store values in the Continental United States. According to the file naming 
conventions, both RR and RUC use Lambert conformal conic projections. Vertical data are 
recorded depending on the types of the data. For example, wind speed gusts use ground or 
water surface level, temperatures use pressure level at isobaric surface, and pressures 
represent height level above ground. The weather data models, queries, and results in the 
TestBed are constructed using the Java programming language [20] and their data types follow 
the Java Language Specification [21].  

 

 

 

 
 

(a) 40-km grids (b) Grid column (c) Data cube 

Figure 3.1. From Weather Grids to Data Cube 

Figure 3.1 shows notional weather grid coordinates defined in a weather data file with the 
40-km horizontal resolution. In Figure 3.1(a), the blue point, shown inside a yellow cuboid, 
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represents a point of interest in a weather query. The number of grid cells defined in the 
weather data file is 151 (X) ×113 (Y) × 37 (Z). Note that arrays in the Java programming 
language use 0-based indices. Thus, the ranges of the X-, Y-, and Z-axis indices are integers in 
[0,150], [0,112], and [0,36], respectively. Figure 3.1(b) zooms in to the vertical grid column 

containing the blue point where x, y, and z are the numeric (not necessary integers) coordinates 
along the X-, Y-, and Z-axes, respectively. Figure 3.1(c) further zooms in to the data cube 
covering the top and bottom grid surfaces. Each grid surface has four corners, and each corner 
represents a grid point defined in the weather data file. In this figure, red and purple axis-
coordinates indicate floor and ceiling values, respectively. 

To support smooth integration functions in trajectory prediction, linear interpolations are 
used to make sure weather data values obtained from the weather queries are continuous. 
Given a point 𝑃 with coordinates 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧, one can find the data cube containing the point 𝑃. 

The eight corners, 𝐴 to 𝐻, of the data cube are the grid points defined in the weather data file. 
The weather data value of 𝑃 is calculated based on the eight corner values by using the 

following linear interpolations: 
1. 𝑃𝑥,𝑦,⌈𝑧⌉: Use the X- and Y-axis values at the top four corners, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐶, and 𝐷, by linearly 

projecting 𝑃 onto the top surface with Z-axis value ⌈𝑧⌉. 
2. 𝑃𝑥,𝑦,⌊𝑧⌋: Use the X- and Y-axis values at the bottom four corners, 𝐸, 𝐹, 𝐺, and 𝐻, by 

linearly projecting 𝑃 onto the bottom surface with Z-axis value ⌊𝑧⌋. 
3. 𝑃𝑥,𝑦,𝑧: Calculate the weather data value by linearly projecting the two values, 𝑃𝑥,𝑦,⌈𝑧⌉ and 

𝑃𝑥,𝑦,⌊𝑧⌋, obtained in steps 1 and 2 above, along the Z-axis. 

For weather forecasts, the time, 𝑡, defined in a weather query is between two data files with 

forecast time values, 𝑡1 and 𝑡2, respectively. In this case, another linear interpolation is applied 

to the two calculated forecast data values, 𝑣𝑡1 = 𝑃𝑥,𝑦,𝑧(𝑡1) and 𝑣𝑡2 = 𝑃𝑥,𝑦,𝑧(𝑡2). Thus, the weather 

data value, 𝑣𝑡, at time 𝑡 is defined as 𝑣𝑡 = 𝑣𝑡1 +
𝑡−𝑡1

𝑡2−𝑡1
∙ (𝑣𝑡2 − 𝑣𝑡1) where 𝑡1 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑡2. 

On the other hand, the CWAM weather product in Sherlock uses HDF instead of GRIB. The 
CWAM data file stores vertices of weather polygons with respect to their deviation probability (or 
percentage) thresholds. In this case, the TestBed weather query will return the threshold value 
by finding a polygon containing the geo-location point 𝑃. 

4. Map Tiles 

Map tiles are widely used in map applications. Each tile is an image with pixel dimensions of 
256 × 256. The spatial location of a tile is usually referenced by three parameters: 

a. 0-based zoom level, 𝑧, between 0 and 23, inclusive. 
b. 0-based x-coordinate of the tile, between 0 and 2𝑧 − 1, inclusive. 

c. 0-based y-coordinate of the tile, between 0 and 2𝑧 − 1, inclusive. 

A common format of general map tile URLs on a web server serving Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol (HTTP) or Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS) appears as [22]: 
http[s]://<host>[:<port>]/<type>/tile/<zoom>/<tileY>/<tileX> 

where the parametric fields are listed in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1. Map Tile URL Parameters 

Field Type Description Example 

<host> String Host name of the server. localhost 

<port> int Port number of the server. The default values for 

the HTTP and HTTPS are 80 and 443, 

respectively.  

7890 
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<type> String Type of the map tile images. It may contain more 

than one segment. This allows the same server 

to be used for serving different image tiles such 

as satellite images and topographic images. 

services/topo 

<zoom> int 0-based zoom level. 5 

<tileY> int 0-based y-coordinate of the tile. 12 

<tileX> int 0-based x-coordinate of the tile. 8 

 
A tile image has 65,536 pixels (256 px × 256 px). Since each pixel represents an 

aggregated value of a specific geo-location region, it would be compute-intensive and time-
consuming to perform about 66 thousand weather queries on the server side to render a single 
image. In addition, multiple tile images would need to be served to fill a view port of a map 
application. For a view port with pixel dimensions of 1024 × 768, the number of tile images to be 
served is between 12 and 201. The lower bound occurs when the top-left corner of the tile image 
is located at the top-left corner of the view port; the upper bound occurs when the top-left corner 
of the tile image is outside the view port. Weather values at neighboring pixels (or coordinates) 
are similar, i.e., within a small threshold. This can be illustrated by querying wind magnitudes 
using the RR 40-km resolution at four close geo-locations at 30,000-ft altitude on 22 June 2015 
at 21:30Z. Table 4.2 lists the wind magnitudes, in knots, of Pixel P1 and its three neighboring 
pixels, P2, P3, and P4. Note that the wind magnitude values of the four pixels are between 

49.45 and 49.742 knots. Each pixel of the tile image, ∆𝑝, represents 1 256⁄ -th units of distance in 

tile coordinates. 
 

Table 4.2. Weather Values at Neighboring Pixels of Tile (8, 12) at Zoom Level 5 

Pixel Tile X Tile Y WGS84 Coordinates 
(latitude (deg.), longitude (deg.)) 

Wind Magnitude 
(knots) 

P1 8 12 (40.979897, -90.0) 49.699486 

P2 8 + ∆𝑝 12 (40.979897, -89.956055) 49.733738 (max) 

P3 8 12 + ∆𝑝 (40.946712, -90.0) 49.457653 (min) 

P4 8 + ∆𝑝 12 + ∆𝑝 (40.946712, -89.956055) 49.497086 

 
To speed up the tile image rendering process TestBed uses the Matching Squares 

contouring algorithm with triangular meshes [23]. The algorithm generates triangular meshes for 
values in a specified range called isoband. 
 

 

 

 

 
1 Lower bound = 

1024

256
×

768

256
 = 4 × 3 = 12. Upper bound = (

1024

256
+ 1) × (

768

256
+ 1) = 5 × 4 = 20. 

2 Rounding down/up the minimum/maximum values, respectively, to two decimal places. 
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(a) Meshes of values in [10,20)  (b) Isobands of values in [0,40) 

Figure 4.1. Contouring weather data: (a) mesh and (b) image tile 

Figure 4.1 shows two example images generated by the algorithm. Assuming weather 
values are between 0 (inclusive) and 40 (exclusive), i.e., [0,40). Figure 4.1(a) depicts the 

triangular meshes for the isobands with values in [10,20). Figure 4.1(b) shows four isobands: 

1. White regions with values in [0,10), 

2. Yellow regions with values in [10,20), 

3. Green regions with values in [20,30), and 

4. Orange regions with values in [30,40). 

Note that the meshes shown on the left also represent the yellow regions shown on the right. 

 

    

(a) 1 px, 878 ms (b) 2 px, 341 ms (c) 4 px, 131 ms (d) 8 px, 66 ms 

    

(e) 16 px, 26 ms (f) 32 px, 25 ms (c) 64 px, 22 ms (d) 128 px, 19 ms 

Figure 4.2. Grid Size, Rendering Time, and Tile Image 

1 

2 

3 
4 
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Using a larger grid will reduce the number of weather data queries, thereby speeding up the 
contouring algorithm and tile image generation. However, using a larger grid will also reduce the 
tile image quality. Eight tile images based on different grid sizes and their rendering times are 
depicted in Figure 4.2. The eight tile images represent wind magnitudes based on the one-hour 
RR forecast data, 40-km horizontal resolution, and second edition GRIB at 30,000-ft altitude on 
22 June 2015 at 19:00 Z. The tile coordinates are (x=8, y=12) at zoom level z=5. Dark blue 
regions represent wind magnitudes in (0,10] knots; light green regions represent wind 

magnitudes in (60,70] knots. The URL of the weather map tiles in this figure is 
http://<host>:<port>/rr/40km/2/wind/2015-06-22T19:00Z/1:0/30000/tile/5/12/8 

(see Section 5.1). Based on visual observation, the images indicate that using four-pixel grids 
provide a good compromise between computation time and image quality. 

Figure 4.3 shows a semi-logarithmic plot indicating an inversely proportional relationship of 
the image tile’s rendering time, in milliseconds, versus its grid size, in pixels. The horizontal axis 
uses the base-2 logarithm scale ranging from 20 = 1 to 27 = 128. Besides the one-pixel grid 

size case (20 = 1), the contouring algorithm is applied when rendering the image tile. 

 

 

Figure 4.3. Rendering Time and Grid Size 

5. Weather Visualization 

TestBed provides Java APIs for querying weather data. In addition, two approaches may be 
used to display weather information on a map visualization tool: 

1. Publish weather data from a weather publisher to the visualization tool, and the 
visualization tool renders the weather polygons. This approach allows other projects to 
access the raw weather data defined in the data exchange messages. However, 
individual subscribers need to parse and interpret the weather data. 

2. Publish map tile images from a weather server to the visualization tool, and the 
visualization tool displays the map tile images. This approach seamlessly integrates with 
the existing map applications that can display map tile images. In addition, less data 
needs to be transferred between the publisher and the subscriber. However, individual 
subscribers will not have access to the weather data. 

This section presents a hybrid approach by implementing a weather image server that can 
serve both weather data and map tiles. Depending on the use cases, algorithms and decision 
support tools can access the numeric values, while map visualization tools can access the tile 
images. Listing 5.1 lists the console commands to build and run the TestBed Weather Tile 
Image Server on three major operating systems. Press <ctrl> <c> on the console stops the 

server. 
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Listing 5.1. Running the Weather Tile Image Server 

Platform Command 

Linux, 
macOS 

$ cd $SNTB_HOME/TestBedCore/WeatherSupport/WeatherImageServer/ 
$ gradle shadowJar 
$ ./bin/run_tile_image_server.sh -port 7890 

Windows > cd %SNTB_HOME%\TestBedCore\WeatherSupport\WeatherImageServer\ 
> gradle shadowJar 
> .\bin\run_tile_image_server.bat -port 7890 

5.1. Data Request URLs 

The interpolated numeric values from the weather data files can be obtained by accessing 
the data request URLs, which have the following parametrized format: 

http://<host>:<port>/<dataset>/<resolution>/<edition>/<type>/<time>/ 
<forecast>/<altFt>/data/<latDeg>/<lonDeg>[?apply=<func>] 

where the parametric fields are listed in Table 5.1 through Table 5.6. 

 

Table 5.1. Weather Data Request URL Parameters 

Field Type Description Example 

<host> String Host name of the server. localhost 

<port> int Port number of the server. 7890 

<dataset> String Dataset of the weather product used by the 

Sherlock THREDDS data server.  

See Table 5.2 for the supported values. 

ciws 

<resolution> String Horizontal resolution of the dataset.  

See Table 5.3 for the supported values. 

1km 

<edition> String Edition of the dataset.  

See Table 5.4 for the supported values. 

1 

<type> String Type of the request.  

See Table 5.5 for the supported values. 

echo-top 

<time> String Current simulation time, either a date/time string 

or a long value indicating the number of 

milliseconds elapsed since 1 January 1970, 

00:00:00 GMT: 

• yyyy-MM-dd['T'HH[:mm[:ss[.SSS]]]'Z'] 

• long (in ms) 
A value of zero (0) indicates the time of the 
weather image server. Values may be comma-
separated values for combining weather data 
from multiple days. 

2019-07-
06T21:30Z 
 
0,2019-07-
06T21:30Z 
 
1435008600000 

<forecast> String Forecast duration, in HH:MM format. Values are 

usually between 00:00 (no forecast) and 06:00 

(six hours). 

1:00 

<altFt> float Altitude, in feet, of the geo-location. Note that 

this value will not be used for weather fields 

supporting two-dimensional areas without 

vertical information, e.g., total cloud coverage. 

30000 
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<latDeg> double Latitude of the geo-location, in degrees. 37.615223 

<lonDeg> double Longitude of the geo-location, in degrees. -122.389977 

<func> String Function to be applied to the weather values. 

The default value is max whenever the 

parameter is not specified. 

See Table 5.6 for the supported values. 

max 

 
The following is an example URL to access the wind data at 12,000 ft above San Francisco 

International Airport’s Terminal 2 on 22 June 2019 at 18:30:42 Z. The server response is listed 
in Listing 5.2. 

http://localhost:7890/rr/40km/2/wind/2019-06-22T18:30:42Z/00:00/12000/ 
data/37.617362/-122.381540 

 

Listing 5.2. Wind Query Response 

u_mps=-2.4608707440823263;v_mps=-7.569231505072198 

 
TestBed’s weather image server currently supports four datasets, and their parameter 

values are listed in Table 5.2. Additional datasets can be added in the future by introducing a 
new Java subpackage in the package 
gov.nasa.sntb.weathersupport.weatherservice.thredds and including the following 

subclasses to the subpackage. 

• DatasetPath: Represents a dataset path of the new weather data file. 

• DatasetPathMap: Stores mappings of time and dataset paths. 

• DatasetPathPatterns: Defines regular expression patterns for the new dataset paths. 

• Source: Represents a source of the weather product data files. 

• ValueGrid: Calculates grid values using provided linear interpolation APIs. 

• WeatherGrid: Provides weather querying APIs for the new weather data values. 

• WeatherProvider: Provides weather grid and field testing for a weather product. 

 

Table 5.2. Supported Dataset Parameter Values 

Value Description 

ciws Corridor Integrated Weather System 

cwam Convective Weather Avoidance Model 

rr Rapid Refresh 

ruc Rapid Update Cycle 

 

Each weather product may use grid-based values, and their horizontal resolutions are listed 
in Table 5.3. For the weather products that do not use horizontal resolution, the parameter value 
is a dash (-). 

Table 5.3. Supported Resolution Parameter Values 

Value Description Product 

- Not used CWAM 

1km 1-km horizontal grid CIWS 

13km 13-km horizontal grid RR and RUC 

40km 40-km horizontal grid RR and RUC 
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Certain weather products store data in GRIB format. Currently, there are two editions, and 
their parameter values are listed in Table 5.4. For weather products that do not use GRIB, the 
parameter value is a dash (-). 

 

Table 5.4. Supported Edition Parameter Values 

Value Description Product 

- Not used CIWS, CWAM 

1 Edition 1 RR, and RUC 

2 Edition 2 RR and RUC 

 
A weather product may provide more than one weather type. Their supported parameter 

values are listed in Table 5.5. Additional types can be supported by introducing a new 
subpackage in the dataset package and adding the following subclasses to the new package: 

• Field: Stores supported grid names defined in the data files. 

• Specific field classes that represent data fields. 
 

Table 5.5. Supported Type Parameter Values 

Value Description Product 

cloud-cover Cloud coverage, in percentage, based on 

altitude value, in feet: 

• [0,6 500) = low cloud layer 

• [6 500,20 000) = middle cloud layer 

• [20 000,40 000) = high cloud layer 

• [40 000, +inf) = entire atmosphere. 

RR and RUC 

dp Deviation probability, in percentage CWAM 

echo-top Echo top, in feet, of the entire atmosphere. CIWS 

wind Wind magnitude at isobaric surface: 

• u- and v-component values, in meters-per-

second, for data 

• calculated value, in knots, for tile 

RR and RUC 

vil Vertically integrated liquid water, in kg/m2, of the 

entire atmosphere. 

CIWS 

 

Table 5.6 lists the values of eight functions currently supported by the TestBed Weather 
Image Server. Though the functions, except first and last, remove all the NaN weather data 

values, they return NaN whenever there are no weather data values. 
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Table 5.6. Supported Function Parameter Values 

Value Description 

avg Average of the non-NaN3 weather data values. 

count Number of the weather data values that are not NaN. 

first Weather data value at the first specified time. 

last Weather data value at the last specified time. 

max Maximum of the non-NaN weather data values. This is the default function 

whenever the apply parameter value is not specified. 

med Median of the non-NaN weather data values. Non-NaN values are sorted in 

ascending order. The middle value is returned. In case there are two middle 

values, their average is returned. 

min Minimum of the non-NaN weather data values. 

sum Total of the non-NaN weather data values. 

 

Figure 5.1 shows the tile images based on the cloud coverage values at midnight (00Z) of 
three consecutive days: (a) 7 July 2019, (b) 8 July 2019, and (c) 9 July 2019. The coverage 
percentages are indicated by a blue-to-red colormap legend shown in (d), where blue region 
represents low coverage in (0,10]% and red region represents high coverage in [90,100+)%. 

White regions indicate no coverage data, i.e., 0%. 
 

    

(a) 2019-07-07T00Z (b) 2019-07-08T00Z (c) 2019-07-09T00Z (d) 

Figure 5.1. Cloud Coverage Tile Images 

Figure 5.2 shows the eight tile images when individual value functions are applied to the 
coverage data on these three days. The count function returns a dark blue tile because each 
pixel has a value of three (3) which is in (0,10]%. 

 

 

 

 

 
3 NaN represents a Not-a-Number value of types float or double. 
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(a) avg (b) count (c) first (d) last 

    

(e) max (f) med (g) min (h) sum 

Figure 5.2. Cloud Coverage Tile Images with Applied Functions 

5.2. Tile Request URLs 

The map tile images representing the interpolated numeric values from the weather data 
files can be obtained by accessing the tile request URLs, which have the following 
parameterized format: 

http://<host>:<port>/<dataset>/<resolution>/<edition>/<type>/<time>/ 
<forecast>/<altFt>/tile/<zoom>/<tileY>/<tileX>[?apply=<func>] 

where the parameter fields follow the definitions defined in Table 4.1 and Table 5.1. The 

difference between a data request URL and a tile request URL is the query location. For data 

values, the location is specified by data/<latDeg>/<lonDeg>; for tile images, the location is 

specified by tile/<zoom>/<tileY>/<tileX>. In addition, the image server supports the 

colormap legend image by accessing the following parameterized format: 
http://<host>:<port>/legend/<dataset>/<type> 

where the parameters follow the definitions defined in Table 5.1. An example legend image, see 

Figure 5.1(d), for the cloud-coverage of the rapid refresh dataset is listed below. 
http://localhost:7890/legend/rr/cloud-cover 

5.3. Traffic Viewer 

In Build 2.3 of TestBed, a weather tile layer is added to the Traffic Viewer, a two-
dimensional visualization tool for showing the vehicles, airspace boundaries, and map tile 
images. The section of the properties defining the CWAM weather provider in the configuration 
file named TrafficViewer.properties is listed in Listing 5.3. The property keys and their 

values are in black and blue, respectively. 
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Listing 5.3. CWAM Weather Provider Properties 

weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.name = NASA Sherlock Weather:  
  Convective Weather Avoidance Model 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.attribution = National Oceanic and  
  Atmospheric Administration, National Weather Service, and National  
  Centers for Environmental Prediction 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.source = NOAA, NWS, NCEP 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.maxSouthEastTileUrl =  
  http://localhost:7890/cwam/-/-/dp/${dateTime:$SimDateTime}/ 
  ${forecastMinute:0:0}/${altitude:25000}/tile/23/8374868/8388607 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.legendUrl =  
  http://localhost:7890/legend/cwam/dp 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.maxZoomLevel = 19 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.loaderTimeout = 0-0-0T0:1:0 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.retentionPeriod = 0-0-0T0:1:0 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.fileCache = false 
weather_provider.NASA_Sherlock_CWAM.enabled = false 

 
The “maximum south-east tile URL” property supports dynamic values called macros. Three 

special values for the macro ${dateTime} are listed in Table 5.7. The special values ensure 

that weather tile images on specific days or times can be continuously updated during a 
simulation run. 

Table 5.7. Special Date Time Values 

Value Description 

$SimDateTime Current simulation date and time. Format: yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss'Z' 

$SimDate Current simulation date. Format: yyyy-MM-dd 

$SimTime Current simulation time. Format: HH:mm:ss'Z' 

 
To demonstrate the apply function “max” (see Table 5.6) that calculates the maximum 

weather values from two historical dates, Figure 5.3 shows the Traffic Viewer running on 1 
October 2021 at 21:37Z. The simulation time is indicated on bottom-left corner. The weather tile 
layer displays the CWAM polygons, at 25,000 ft, from the data files covering 6 July 2019 at 
20:30Z. The settings can be configured by following six steps: 

1. Click on the  Weather Tile Layer toolbar button. 
2. Select the menu item “Edit Macro Values…” 
3. Locate the section titled “NASA Sherlock Weather: Convective Weather Avoidance 

Model” in the dialog. 
4. Specify the value “2019-07-06T20:30Z” in the “date time” field. 

5. Specify the value “0:0” in the “forecast minute” field. 

6. Specify the value “25000” in the “altitude” field. 

Notice that in the bottom portion of the figure, there are few weather conditions in the 
Albuquerque Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZAB, circled in light blue) and some severe 
weather conditions in the Fort Worth Air Route Traffic Control Center (ZFW, circled in orange). 
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Figure 5.3. CWAM Polygons on 2019-07-06 at 20:30Z 

Figure 5.4 shows the CWAM polygons from the data files covering another day, 1 
September 2019, at the same time (20:30Z). The value of the “date time” field is specified as 
“2019-09-01T20:30Z” in the Edit Macro Values dialog. Notice that there are some severe 

weather conditions in ZAB and few weather conditions in ZFW. 
 

 
Figure 5.4. CWAM Polygons on 2019-09-01 at 20:30Z 

Figure 5.5 shows the combined CWAM polygons from the two days, 6 July 2019 and 1 
September 2019, at 20:30Z based on the maximum (max) value function. The value of the “date 

time” field is specified as “2019-07-06T20:30Z,2019-09-01T20:30Z” in the Edit Macro Values 

dialog. Notice that severe weather conditions are shown in both ZAB and ZFW centers. This 
demonstrates the new capability to allow users to input multiple days of the CWAM data, and 
polygons aggregated from a function (the maximum function in this example) can be displayed 
on the Traffic Viewer. 
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Figure 5.5. Combined CWAM Polygons from 2019-07-06 and 2019-09-01 at 20:30Z 

6. Concluding Remarks 

This document presents the four weather data products, CIWS, CWAM, RR, and RUC, 
provided by NASA’s Sherlock ATM Data Warehouse for supporting research that can also be 
accessed via the TestBed weather data service. The TestBed provides standard ways for 
querying weather data using Java APIs, web data access, and map tile image access. Grid-
based weather data values are linearly interpolated to support smooth integration functions. The 
tile image rendering process uses the triangular meshes obtained by the Marching Squares 
contouring algorithm. Analysis shows that using four-pixel grids will yield a balance of high 
image quality and fast image rendering. Finally, TestBed’s Traffic Viewer is presented with a 
newly added weather tile layer, to provide a capability for users to visualize the weather values 
obtained from a single day or aggregated from multiple days. 
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